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REGGAE / JAMAICA
The French label Humbleness Production returns with the
3rd extract from his Boom Shell Riddim series. Following
the singles signed Leroy ‘Heptones’ Sibbles and Mykal
Rose, this time is an artist to discover which is
highlighted: Young Garvey, protégé of Jamaican veteran
Leroy Sibbles !

Use Weh She Got dynamites the riddim with energetic
vocals and dancehall influences in which Young Garvey
warns against consumerism at excess, individualism and
prepares the new generation for thwart the traps of our
society so that spread more love and unity in the heart of
Ghetto youth. Use Weh She Got was recorded at Bright
Beam Music Studio's (Kingston 19, JA) by Leroy
‘Heptones' Sibbles himself, to whom we owe the famous
Boom Shell Riddim's bass line! To keep the same flame as
the previous releases, this new single has also passed into
expert hands of Zion Master at Anchor Studio (Jamaica)
for mixing and mastering works. The single is available
digitally now on all download and streaming platforms.
Find all the news from the Boom Shell Riddim on the
Humbleness Productions youtube channel.
BIOGRAPHY : Young Garvey artist Fabian Findley was born March 17, 1982 in the Jamaican parish of
St. Andrew, near Duhaney Park where he spent his childhood. It's very early on that he showed a real
talent for singing and his family encouraged his abilities. This is when of a Christmas ceremony at his
village church the young Fabian stunned the assembly with his vocal performance. He left Jamaica
at the age of 11, migrating with his family to New York where his mother is determined to give her
children a better life. Fabian is enrolled in high school (Mark Twain Junior High School) to continue
studying. But his passion for music is more and more present and he stares longingly at the other
children who are learning about hip hop in particular. It keeps on practice and spend his time typing
beats on his table and posing his first texts, in freestyle,with his classmates. Caught up in this
consuming passion, he decides that music will be his vocation. It was a friend who gave him the
name Young Garvey because of his constant discussions about the duty to uplift the black people.
One day his friend jokes "you talk like you think you are Marcus Garvey ", he replies in the affirmative
"Yes I feel like young Garvey". It is from this day that he adopted this artist name: Young Garvey. In
2007, he returned to his native island, Jamaica, with a plan and a mission. He launches his own label
One Nation Music and begins producing artists like Capleton, Mr. G, Harry Toddler or Daville.

In 2015, Young Garvey recorded his 1st official single Grow Mi Hair
which will be acclaimed and broadcasted on all jamaican radios.
He also quickly began to produce music videos, we owe him the
videos of Slow Whine, One More Sad Song, Cool Natty, Work
Hard, In These Times, Gone up, Money Where You Gone and Wi
Nuh Inna Weh Dem Inna. Young Garvey releases his first album
"Up An Active" in January 2018. Since then, the artist has worked
with international producers such as Mink Productions in Austria
or Jamaican Fada Romie. Young Garvey is now produced by the
legend Leroy Sibbles. He could recently made the album "Revival"
compiling in particular his must-haves like Cool Natty and First
Love. The album displays an impressive cast of musicians with
Dean Fraser (brass), the late Dalton Brownie (guitar), Leroy
Sibbles (bass), Donavan Palmer (keyboards) and Kingsley Boyd
(drums). Great musicians who have for most composed the Boom
Shell Riddim! In January 2020, Young Garvey performs at Rebel
Salute, biggest jamaican festival - initiated by Tony Rebel - and
continues for a few weeks later with the Children Of the Icon's
Tour. Versatile, Young Garvey is currently working on a new
dancehall album, also produced by Leroy Sibbles. Positive and
generous artist, Young Garvey has made a name for himself in
Jamaica and intends to put its stone to the building, raising
consciousness and change the current world. The artist give
thanks seeing the direction of his career, with a list of fans that is
increasing every day all over the world. "Now I know my purpose
in life is to spread
love, give back to the people what I owe them and raise so much
consciousness as possible”.
Young Garvey serves as savior of the ghetto people, embodies
the voice of the poor, the choice of sufferers.
Humbleness Production or passion above all
Humbleness Production is a young independent label created in
2017 by Jeh Lion, passionate about reggae. Among his first
releases, the label based in the South of France offers the Rebel
Warrior Riddim series (2018) bringing together 5 singers : Skarra
Mucci, Black Omolo, Ilements, Lan Netty and Jah Bami. A year
later, Jeh Lion collaborates with Anthony B and releases the
Please My Selecta single on a composed riddim by the French
combo Dub Akom. Humbleness has also produced various shows :
Skarra Mucci in Duisburg (Germany) in 2017 or an exclusive
female stage in Dortmund in 2018 (Hempress Black Omolo and
Lady Tasonia). Lately, it's the show of singer Ilements that
Humbleness produced in Montpellier, before starting the
adventure and the making of the EP Boom Shell Riddim !
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